Mathematical modeling of pharmacy systems.
Mathematical modeling and its potential applications in pharmacy are discussed. A model is a simplified representation of the real world. As an experimental approach, modeling minimizes expense, risk, and disruption, but its validity can be hard to ascertain. Mathematical models describe numerically the relationships among elements of a system and are a powerful tool in making decisions affecting that system. There are two types of mathematical models: analytical models, which directly describe the relationships between system inputs and outputs using mathematical equations (such as pharmacokinetic models), and simulation models, which involve the replication, usually with a computer, of events as they occur in the real world. Analytical models are easier to develop but are not appropriate for describing highly complex systems. In continuous-time simulation, the system is represented as an uninterrupted flow of material; in discrete-event simulation, it is assumed that events occur only at distinct times. Various simulation programs are commercially available. The stages of a mathematical modeling study are (1) formulate the problem, (2) determine the model's structure, (3) collect and analyze initial data, (4) develop the model further, (5) validate the model, (6) experiment using the model, and (7) use the results. There have been many applications of modeling in health care, but relatively few have involved the study of pharmacy systems. Mathematical modeling offers pharmacists a low-risk, low-cost tool for aiding decisions about pharmacy systems by predicting alternative futures.